CHROMAVISION PRO MINI
A NEW ERA FOR
COLOUR MATCHING
®

AN AXALTA COATING SYSTEMS BRAND

THE NEW MINI DEVICE TH
IMPROVES PRODUCTIVITY

Long life rechargeable batteries mean your ChromaVision® Pro Mini
is always ready to use. It just slots into the docking station
– no cables required!

HAT
Y BIG TIME
THE NEW, SUPER-SMALL
CHROMAVISION® PRO MINI
TAKES COLOUR
MATCHING TO A
WHOLE NEW LEVEL
It’s faster, easier to use and gives more accurate results than ever
before. And it’s helping more and more bodyshops enter a new era
of colour matching.
In short, it dramatically improves workflow through the bodyshop.
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It may be small but it’s incredibly powerful.
The innovative ChromaVision® Pro Mini uses
over 200,000 formulas to give more accurate
results than ever – including finish effects.

FASTER RESULTS

The innovative ChromaVision® Pro Mini
doesn’t just deliver colour formulas fast, it
also measures effects. So you get a complete
formula in one go. And, using its Wi-Fi
connection in combination with ChromaWeb™
software, you can instantly send data to
your mixing room so the new colour can be
mixed quicker than ever. Use it with a desktop
computer, laptop, tablet – even a smartphone.

EASIER TO USE

The full colour, hi-res screen presents
information clearly and LED indicators and
sounds also give you immediate and direct
feedback on the device status so you’re
always in complete control.

MORE ACCURATE THAN EVER

Using over 200,000 formulas as a starting
point, ChromaVision® Pro Mini is proven to
be more accurate than using a colour box
(with roughly 5-10,000 chips). And, because
all ChromaWeb™ formulas are in the cloud,
they’re constantly updated with the latest
data, meaning you always have the most
up to date information.

ChromaVision® Pro Mini’s Wi-Fi connection means you
can transfer data to the ChromaWeb™ software instantly.

SPEED UP THROUGHPUT WITH
CHROMAVISION® PRO MINI
Using cutting-edge technology,
the new ChromaVision® Pro Mini
features a very compact and
lightweight design. Its colour
matches are not only highly
accurate but, by measuring both
colours and effects, it provides
complete formulas in one go.
And, thanks to Wi-Fi connectability, data can be sent directly
to ChromaWeb™ software for
ultimate convenience.
In short, this advanced yet easy to
use device makes colour matching
faster and more accurate.

Cromax® delivers increased productivity from the front of the bodyshop to the back with
coatings systems engineered for easy, quick and accurate application. Localised business
and marketing support solutions and pragmatic innovations simplify and expedite the
refinish process. Cromax® helps bodyshops drive their business forward.
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For more information
scan the QR code or visit:
www.cromax.com/eu/
chromavisionpromini
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